Welcome to the Dental World 2014 exhibition!

We would like to offer some recommendations for you: where to go, where to eat or what to visit during your stay. If you are looking for a safe city, with nice vistas, the Dental World is the city for you.

This time of the year, the Indian Summer or as we call it Old Ladies Summer, is the perfect time to visit our beautiful city, if you are lucky enough to get some sun during your stay.

We have collected some useful information for you during your stay:

Where to eat?

Basic principles:
- Try to find places to eat where the locals go.
- Do not go to restaurants which have staff to bring you in if there are people standing in front of the building and trying to invite you, simply move along.
- Avoid restaurants which are empty at lunch and dinner time.
- Try to use a travel guide like Lonely Planet to find decent places.

Y Caffee and Restaurant, XIV. Stefánia ut 7
The closest to the Dental World ‘12 its atmosphere reflects the combination of a bar and a lounge, and it is one of the best meeting places. The menu and the food cover the full spectrum of international cuisine, the classic Hungarian meals and the continuously changing fresh offers.

Fikaas Coffee Restaurant
XIII. Tátra utca 18.
An excellent restaurant with real Budapest atmosphere, near to Danube. One of the ten best Hungarian restaurants, where the bar-pianist competition winner plays in the evening.

Fatál, V. Váci utca 67,
which serves massive Hungarian meals on wooden platters. Typical Hungarian meals are served at the Alföldi, V. Kecskeméti utca 4 (metro: Kalvin tér). One of the oldest and most reliable restaurant of Budapest.

Vegetárium, V. Cukor utca 3
Just off Ferencvárosi tér (noon to 19 p.m. daily), is a full-service vegetarian restaurant with a comprehensive English menu that includes some macrobiotic items.

We recommend taking the services of some of the sightseeing companies who offer tours in the city. What you should definitely not miss is the Castle and the downtown. If you have to opportunity try to catch the sunset during a river cruise - one of the most spectacular sights our city can offer.

Buda side of the town. If you prefer to go to Turkish baths, try out the Rudas or Király spas.

Public transport
If you are planning to use the mass transit a lot, we recommend you to get a Budapest card. This will allow you free transportation for 3 or 5 days and offer slight discounts in many of the cities museums, restaurants and spas. These cards can be bought at the ticket offices of the underground system.

Café Dérényé, I. Krizsina tér 3
One of the most charming café-res- tos in Budapest.

An ideal place after work or to sit in after or before a walk up/ down the Castle hill to the Royal Palace. If you’re not discouraged by the prospect of spending something like 5000 Ft per person for dinner, Gundel, next to the Zoo directly behind the Museum of Fine Arts at XIV. Aláíkert ut 2 (metro: Széchenyi Fűdő), is probably Budapest’s fanciest restaurant, with a tradition dating back to 1894. Bagoly-vár, Gundel’s little sister next door.

Which bath to go?
The closest bath to the Dental World 2012 is the Széchenyi Spa, a large hot water bathhouse in the main city park. The two other large spas are the Gellért, a very exclusive Art Nouveau facility near the river or the Lukács, also on the Danube. One of the ten best Hungarian restaurants, where the keyboardist and singer Pianist winner plays in the evening.

Which sightseeing tour to choose?

Our sightseeing tour is one of the best purchase in the world. The trip for which you will pay 5000 Ft per person for dinner, Gundel, next to the Zoo directly behind the Museum of Fine Arts at XIV. Aláíkert ut 2 (metro: Széchenyi Fűdő), is probably Budapest’s fanciest restaurant, with a tradition dating back to 1894. Bagoly-vár, Gundel’s little sister next door.
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Some unmarked, unlabeled drivers may ask 100-200 or even more Euro for a single ride. They are mostly waiting in frequented areas like the Dental World Opera or around night clubs. Normally a ride should cost around 0,90 Euro/km inside the city limits. Always stick to the cabs of the same company, ask our staff to help you find these companies.

City Taxi: 211-111 - Taxi partner of the event. For discounted rates, please contact the Info point at the Dental World.

Főtaxi: 222-222

Budataxi: 233-3333

Mobitaxi: 333-2222

From mobiles call +36-1-number

Sightseeing

We recommend taking the services of some of the sightseeing companies who offer tours in the city. What you should definitely not miss is the Castle and the downtown. If you have to opportunity try to catch the sunset during a river cruise - one of the most spectacu- lar sights our city can offer.

Budapest is celebrating contemporary art in October. The exhibition of the 85-year-old Arnulf Rainer, who is one of the most significant Austrian painters nowadays can be visited in the National Art Gallery, as one of the highlights of the events. The CAFE Budapest Contemporary Art Festival is offering a wide range of events, such as classical and popular music, dance, theatre and graphic art programs can be currently visited. The Hungarian National Opera showcases the play “Cosi fan tutte” on 15 October and on 18 October and the play “Falstaff” on 17 October. The opera play called Lady Sarasinha can be seen in Liszt Fer- enc Academy of Music on Friday, as well as the Japanese contemporary play called Voices of Sapporo – tickets can be purchased for free of charge on the spot - is presented on Saturday. For more information on the programs please visit cafebudapest-fest.hu

A must-see in Bud- pest is the so-called ruin pubs and the popular room escape games, where you can make a successful exit within an hour by solving puzzles, logical and ability games. Fugas Kert (1073 Bp., Akácfa u. 49) welcomes groups of 2-5 people with English speaking guide and with 4 different routes. Appointments for the same day can be reserved only by phone (23/3755-055)

Dan Snail, or better known as Caruso who is an psychadelic -instrumental electronic artist introduces his new record at the A38 ship located at the Buda-side of Pécső Bridge. The A38 ship also has an excellent restaurant and its pub was voted as the best pub in the world in the ranking created by Lonely Planet.